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SYMMETRIC SURFACE WAVES
IN CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES

FILLED BY RADIALLY NON-UNIFORM COLLISIONAL PLASMA
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This report is devoted to the investigation of the influence of electron collisions and radial non-uniformity of plasma
density on phase characteristics, spatial attenuation and wave field structure of slow symmetric electromagnetic waves
that propagate along cylindrical waveguide structure. It has been shown that collision rate and radial non-uniformity of
plasma density for various parameters of waveguide structure and dielectric affect essentially on the wave
characteristics and consequently, on the parameters of gas discharge that is sustained by this wave. The results obtained
are of large importance for the construction of the theory of gas discharges that are sustained by the surface
electromagnetic waves.
PACS: 52.35g, 52.50.Dg

1. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic surface waves (SW) that propagate in

cylindrical waveguide plasma structures are widely used
in HF electronics and in various plasma technologies,
particularly for gas discharge sustaining [1-3]. At that,
these SW are the eigen waves of discharge structure, so
SW properties strongly influence on axial distribution of
plasma parameters and vice versa. Frequently just
symmetric waves (SW with azimuth wave number

0m = ) are used for this purpose [1]. Gas discharge
plasma usually possesses radial non-uniform plasma
density profile. The shape of this profile strongly
influences on the efficiency of energy transfer from SW
to gas discharge plasma and, therefore, on the discharge
axial structure and stability [1, 2].

The aim of this report is to provide the extensive
theoretical studies of the electron collision rate influence
and influence of plasma density radial non-uniformity at
various values of waveguide structure parameters on SW
properties and on the stability of discharge sustained by
such wave.

2. TASK SETTING
Let us consider the high frequency SW that propagate

along plasma column of radius pR  that is placed in

metallic waveguide with radius mR  ( mp RR < ). The
region between plasma column and waveguide metallic
wall is filled by dielectric with permittivity dε . Plasma is
considered in hydrodynamic approximation as cold,
slightly dissipative medium. It is supposed that effective
electron collision rate ν  is constant in the whole plasma
volume.

Let consider the case, when only symmetric mode is
excited in defined waveguide structure. In the case of
rather long discharges with small plasma density axial
gradients the solution of Maxwell system of equations can
be found with the help of WKB method [4]. So the wave
field amplitude, wavelength and plasma density vary
slightly in axial direction at the distances of wavelength
order.

In the specified case the system of Maxwell equations
breaks into two independent subsystems. One of them
describes slow -wave with ),,( rz EHE ϕ  components
[2]. In the region of radial non-uniform plasma the wave
field components are govern by the system of ordinary
differential equations:
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where ck /ω= , 3k  is axial wavenumber,

( )[ ]νωωωε ipp +−= /1 2 , ω  is wave frequency, c  is

light velocity, pω  is electron plasma frequency,
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In the dielectric region the wave field components can

be written with the help of modified Bessel functions of
the first and second kind mI  and mK , respectively:
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With the help of boundary conditions, that consists in
continuity of tangential electric and magnetic wave field
components at plasma-dielectric interface and vanishing
of the tangential electric wave field component at the
waveguide metallic wall, the local dispersion equation can
be written in the following form:
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where )( p
P RHϕ , )( p

P
z RE  are electric and magnetic
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wave field components in plasma region at plasma -
dielectric interface, that are obtained with the help of
numerical solution of the system (1).

3. MAIN RESULTS
For the arbitrary parameters of waveguide structure

the local dispersion equations (3) can be solved only with
the help of numerical methods. In contrast to ordinary
differential equation the local dispersion equation (3)
connects the local value of plasma density and the
wavelength at the specified point along the axis of
waveguide structure. To study the wave properties let use
the dimensionless parameter pωω / , that at the fixed
wave frequency ω  is determined by the local plasma
density value pω , and dimensionless axial wave number

pRk3 . The real part of it determines the wavelength, and
imaginary part determines wave spatial damping
coefficient α  along the propagation direction.

The results of the numerical investigation of equation
(3) for different ων /  values in the case of radial uniform
plasma are shown on the Figs.1, 2. The numerical solution
of the local dispersion equation (3) has shown, that when
effective collision rate is small 1.0/ <ων  the growth of

dε  value leads to the decrease of parameter pωω /  value
(curve 1 Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. The dependence of local dispersion on parameter
ων /  for radial uniform plasma with 5.0=σ ,

0.3/ =pm RR , 0.2=dε . The numbers 1-8 corresponds
to the values of ων / : 0.001, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0

At that case only wave with dcrp kRk εσ=> 33

( cRp /ωσ = ) can propagate along the axis of such
structure. Thus, for slightly collision plasma the increase
of dε  value results in the contraction of SW region of
existence and in the decrease of α  value. The increase of
parameter pm RR /  leads to the growth of pωω /  and to
the decrease of α . The decrease of dielectric thickness
under the fixed value of parameter σ  offer no influence
on the crk3  value. The decrease of parameter σ  leads to
the increase of pωω / , growth of α  and to the decrease

of crk3 . It has been shown that when 1.0/ >ων  the SW
can propagate also in the region when crp kRk 33 <

(curves 2-8 on the Fig.1). The adduced dependence

qualitatively coincides with the dependence, that was
observed earlier for the case of plasma cylinder, that is
placed in unbounded dielectric under the conditions of the
large electron collision rate [5].
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the coefficient of spatial
attenuation α  on the parameter ων /  in the case of radial
uniform plasma. The notation is the same as on the Fig. 1

The results of the numerical solutions of the local
dispersion equations (3) in the case of radial non-uniform
plasma are shown at Figs. 3,4. Plasma density radial
profile was chosen in the form )/()0()( 0 pRrJnrn µ= ,

where 0J  is Bessel function of the zero order, and
parameter µ  determines the radial profile of plasma
density ( 405.20 << µ ) [1,6]. In the case of strong radial
non-uniformity ( 2≥µ ) the dependence pωω /  on

)Re( 3 pRk  possesses rather complex behavior (see curves
4,5 on the Fig. 3). Note, that the parameter ων /
influences on the spatial attenuation coefficient similar to
the non-uniformity parameter µ .
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the local dispersion on the
parameter µ . 5.0=σ , 5.0/ =ων , 0.3/ =pm RR ,

0.2=dε . The numbers 1-5 corresponds to the following
parameter values 4048.2;2;5.1;1;0=µ

In the case of radial uniform collisionless plasma the
wave field culminates its maximum at plasma-dielectric
interface ( pRr = ). With the increase of the dimensionless
collision rate ων /  or non-uniformity parameter µ  the
wave field changes its radial structure to one, which is
typical for volume wave. It has been obtained that in
collisional plasma the direction of the wave energy flux
does not coincide with wave propagation direction. Also
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it was shown, that the value of radial component of the
wave energy flux depends as on effective electron
collision rate, as on plasma density radial profile. The
increase of non-uniformity parameter value or collision
rate value leads to the increase of radial component of the
wave energy flux.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the coefficient of spatial
attenuation α  on the parameter µ  value. The notation is

the same as on the Fig. 3

It is necessary to mention that it is possible to estimate the
region of stable discharge existence based on the
dependence of spatial attenuation coefficient upon local
plasma density value. According to the criterion, obtained
in the paper [7] it has been shown that the increase of
collision rate or non-uniformity parameter leads to the
decrease of the region of plasma density, where it is
possible to obtain stable symmetric wave sustained gas
discharge.

CONCLUSIONS
The properties of symmetric wave that propagates in

waveguide structure that consists of r dial non-uniform
isotropic dissipative plasma column, surrounded by
dielectric and included into metal waveguide were
studied. It was studied combined influence of plasma
parameters and dielectric properties, and also geometrical

parameters of the waveguide structure on the phase
characteristics, spatial damping and distribution of
electromagnetic wave field component of slow symmetric
wave. It was shown that varying of effective electron
collision rate and radial plasma density profile essentially
influences on the wave energy flux components. It was
investigated the influence of the effective electron
collision rate and radial plasma density profile on stability
of gas discharge sustained by symmetric SW.
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